
Programming the Finite Element Method. 3rd Edition. By I.M. Smithand D.V. GriÆths. John Wiley & Sons Ltd., West Sussex, UK, 1998. $49.95. xii+534pp., paperbak. ISBN 0-471-96543-X.This is the third edition of this book. The prinipal di�erenes between thisedition and the seond edition are the omplete rewriting of all examples and librariesin Fortran 90, and the addition of mesh-free methods. The book is written primarilyfor engineers, with most of the presentation oriented toward pratial implementationof the �nite element method, mainly for strutural analysis. Presentation of themathematis of the �nite element method is minimal. A strong point of the book isthe omplete listings of all library routines and examples, and the availability of theode via ftp.The �rst hapter disusses programming tehniques for well-organized softwareand eÆient use of high performane omputers. Although most of the text in thebook is unhanged from the seond edition, this hapter has been extensively rewrit-ten. In partiular, a large setion on new features in Fortran 90 has been added. Manyof these features are used in the ode presented in the book, resulting in software thatis a vast improvement, by today's programming standards, over the FORTRAN 77ode in the previous editions. Some of the best used features are alloatable arraysfor dynami memory, modules for the libraries, IMPLICIT NONE and INTENT. Thelistings are somewhat rowded and hard to read, primarily due to overuse of the semi-olon to put multiple statements on a line and a shortage of omments, but this maybe for the sake of brevity in the book.The seond hapter presents the �nite element method. It is not presented inthe manner with whih most mathematiians are familiar, i.e., the approximation ofa funtion via a �nite dimensional subspae. Instead, �nite elements are presentedfor inreasingly ompliated strutures and fores, beginning with a rod element andending with stress and strain on a three dimensional brik element. Simpli�ed uidow is also examined. Throughout this hapter, only individual elements are on-sidered. The di�erential equations for the fores on the struture are presented, andthe �nite element is used to derive the matrix representation. The auray of theseapproximations is not addressed; in fat there is no error analysis in the book.Chapter 3 disusses programming the �nite element method. After preliminariessuh as numerial integration and matrix assembly, the use of the library routines asbuilding bloks for a �nite element program is desribed. Listings of these routines arepresented in an appendix. Solution of the linear systems is primarily by Gauss elim-ination or Choleski fatorization, although the onjugate gradient method is brieydesribed in onjuntion with the mesh-free, or element-by-element, approah.Chapters 4 through 11 apply these tehniques to a sequene of inreasingly om-pliated problems. These are primarily strutural analysis problems, but there is onehapter on steady-state ow. All of the examples are worked out ompletely, result-ing in a program to solve that problem. Many of these hapters have exerises, withsolutions given in an appendix.This book is most suitable as an engineering text or as a referene and odesoure for a pratiing strutural engineer. However, the applied mathematiian willprobably �nd it disappointing. William F. MithellNational Institute of Standards and Tehnology1


